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S E S 
STATE   EMERGENCY   SERVICE   -   KALBARRI 
 

December 2010  

November Call Outs :-  None as at going to press. 
 

Kalbarri SES sup-
ports the VFS during 
bush fires with logis-
tical support, com-
munications and wa-
ter bomber refills. 
This ensures that 
the ‘firies’ are able to 
put their full forces 
into fighting the fire. 
 
Another water 
bomber refill course, 
was held at the airport, involving filling up 
the plane with 3,000 litres of water and 
topping up with foam as required. This 
course was to train new recruits and as a 
refresher for some of the ‘older’ members 
prior to the onset of the hot ‘fire season’. 
 
At the end of the course the water bomber 
dropped his load on nearby bush. 
 
A joint exercise was held with members of 
the VFS to simulate the situation where 
say a vehicle had gone over a precipice. 
(This has happened at Pot Alley in the 
past).   
The VMR building was used for the SES 
to setup the rope systems and to lower the 
VFS over the edge to the sand below, 
(where an old vehicle used for training had 
a ‘dummy’ on board which required first 
aid, extraction, and lifting by stretcher up the ‘cliff’. 
 
The SES ‘first aider’ was first over the edge using abseil gear and the first VFS member (who had 
abseil experience) was lowered successfully to the bottom. For the second VFS member it was his 
first time ‘over the edge’ and he ended up upside down and banged into the wall. He was lowered 
and helped to the sand and taken for checkups at the Health centre.  
He was very sore and bruised but apparently no long term affects - thank goodness. 
This just shows that even with all precautions and all the safety gear, that accidents can happen.  
The remainder of the VFS members were lowered, during the rest of the exercise, using the Larkin 
Frame which obviated the need for inexperienced people having to ‘navigate’ the edge themselves. 
Lessons are always learnt from such training exercises. From this one - the need for the VFS guys 
to go through abseil training with the SES from the training tower - and for those without such train-
ing to be lowered using the Larkin Frame - even if it does take time to set up before use.   - [Mac Holt]  

December 2010 schedule :-  
Date   Time Activity         Organiser(s) 
Saturday 4th 1800 End of year ‘wind-up’ BBQ, Slide Show, Music, Refreshments All members 
Monday  6th  1800 Cliff rescue skills bullring       Steve C 

Want to learn new skills?   -   Are you up to the challenge ?   -   Then phone 0417994277. 


